Turning Nature’s Beauty into Works of Art

Our new Standard Finish Samples (SG) have been created for stain color selection and can be used for sample approval when a standard set of 3 sample pieces is not required. Please keep in mind that these samples, due to their small size, cannot display the range of veneer color that is typically represented in a standard finish sample set.

**WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW**

These sample sets can be used for finish approval on vertical grain flush doors, stile & rail doors and veneered jambs.

- They display our standard sheen on A grade plain-sliced veneer. You can use our standard colors on other cuts of veneer but please know that color can vary on different veneer cuts.

- These sets can be used for the approval of finish only - *they are not to be used for veneer approval.*

- Lumber jambs, horizontal grain veneer, combo projects, products with exterior finish and projects with specified veneer flitches will continue to require a standard set of 3 samples.

- Sample color is affected when exposed to light, therefore, these samples must be kept in the box.

**Typical Color Ranges**

Final color of your product will vary based on the base color of the veneer. Some or all of the products on your order could be lighter and/or darker than this sample set as depicted by the color ranges shown to the left.

If your project requires that the products match a narrower color range than visually depicted, this can be provided at an additional charge by selecting veneer for uniform color and grain, or a specified flitch could be selected to meet the project requirements.

If you choose to approve finish colors using these SG Finish Samples, Eggers will not be responsible for color and grain variations.
PLACE ORDERS USING YOUR NEW SG FINISH SAMPLES BY FOLLOWING THESE SIMPLE STEPS

1. Reference the sample sticker on the back of each sample piece.

2. Confirm that the veneer and color match your purchase order.

3. Enter the full number into Eggers Online where a Finish Sample Number is requested or reference this number on your purchase order - “SG091015-N01”

4. This number also includes the date of the sample - “091015”. All SG Finish Samples are valid for 3 years from this date.

Please note: You may continue to waive finish samples for 01 Clear if you choose.